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Abstract. We propose socially interactive NAMIDA (Navigational
Multiparty based Intelligent Driving Agents) as three friendly interfaces
those sit on the dashboard inside a car. NAMIDA interfaces conduct
multiparty conversation within each other to provide outside information
for driver by utilising the context aware interaction. In this research, we
introduce the conceptual design of NAMIDA and discuss about the supe-
riorities of multiparty communication in the aspects of decreasing cogni-
tive workload and increasing sociability plus enjoyable driving experience
through an experiment which includes mock driving tasks by getting sup-
port from 1-NAMIDA (single) and 3-NAMIDAs (multiple) consecutively.
Finally we mention about the results of the experiment which depicts
that using multiparty based communication (3-NAMIDAs) could reduce
the workload of driver and induced more enjoyable driving experience by
increasing interaction and social bonding inside the car.

Keywords: Multiparty conversation · Context aware interaction · Con-
versational workload · NAMIDA

1 Introduction

While driving, a driver needs to achieve a variety of information; e.g., sightsee-
ing places, best restaurants, the condition of roads, etc., also demands to spend
enjoyable time of driving. Plenty of people prefer to use appealing mobile devices
to attain useful applications to acquire mentioned information and enjoyment.
Nevertheless, mobile devices are not designed to fulfil the drivers’ demands inside
a car, and the usage of those devices can divert driver’s attention, consequently
leads to accidents. Regarding to those issues, recently In Vehicle Infotainment
(IVI) systems provide multitask opportunities to derive an efficient and enter-
taining driving as safe as possible [1]. Unfortunately common problems were
identified in these systems as a workload of control menus, audio and visual
feedback (looking at display), route guidance problems (always associated with
designer’s suggestions), reliability, lack of joy and intelligence and to give sug-
gestions to driver. Navdy [2] is designed and developed as a transparent head
up display in order to eradicate mobile phone interaction inside the car while
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providing navigation facility. By using Navdy drivers can control their smart
phone through hand gestures and speech without getting in touch with the
mobile device. In addition to reduce the workload and ensuring safety, consid-
ering the driver’s social and emotional state is also crucial in driving. In this
respect, Nissan has been implementing an assistive robot in order to present
more human-like approach rather than other IVI systems [3]. Furthermore MIT
created a friendly assistant AIDA which provides personalisation speciality inside
the car [4]. AIDA can decide the relevant information while driving and express
it at the most appropriate time with a suitable facial expression. AIDA commu-
nicates with the driver through speech coupled with expressive body movements.

All those systems use one to one communication (between a human and
interface) which cannot reduce the workload sufficiently. Due to the fact that
drivers still should be in an interaction with the above systems to obtain their
demanded instructions while trying to focus on the road, having distraction is
inevitable. It is possible to imagine a driving environment that requires less
attention to be get informed and exposes social and emotional interaction with
driver. At that point, applying multiparty conversation methods to an innovative
driving agent interfaces in order to convey the information about outside of the
car (e.g., sightseeing places, best restaurants, the condition of roads, etc.,) and
providing sociability through this method can be considered.

Through multiparty conversation, the user doesn’t have to participate into
the conversation; instead of that user can be notified by the discussion among
the other participants. Besides, whenever users want they can join into the con-
versation and can acquire additional information. Nakagawa [5] clarifies the
advantages of multiparty conversation as (1) the conversation becomes more
lively, (2) various interactive controls become possible (3) it is possible to expect
the range of new applications of spoken dialog systems to widen. Furthermore,
Mawari [6] has designed as an interactive social medium to boardcast informa-
tion (e.g. news, etc.,). Mawari interface consists of three robots which conduct
multiparty conversation to diminish the workload on the user.

In respect of reducing the workload and providing social and enjoyable envi-
ronment inside a car we propose NAMIDA. NAMIDA has three intelligent social
interfaces those fix on the dashboard of a futuristic vehicle and conduct multi-
party conversation with respect to driver’s suggestions by getting advantages of
context aware interaction (e.g. suggested places in close around) facilities while
providing enjoyable driving experience via establishing social bonding between
the robots and the driver.

2 Concept of NAMIDA

NAMIDA interfaces conduct multiparty conversation such that the driver can
obtain outside information (e.g., sightseeing places, best restaurants, etc.,) with-
out participating in to the conversation. (Fig. 1) The multiparty conversation is
fed by the outside information, which is the essence of the context-aware inter-
action to enlighten the driver about vicinity. Mentioned multiparty conversa-
tion includes asking questions, giving consistent answers and having discussions
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Fig. 1. The appearance of NAMIDA inside the car (left) and closer appearance of
NAMIDA (right).

among the NAMIDA interfaces. While the driver having credible information
from NAMIDA, he/she can make better decisions and starts to feel trust to
NAMIDA. The social and emotional state based on trustfulness between two
parties (driver and NAMIDA) brings more enjoyable and sociable environment
inside the car. This pleasing engagement appears as a social bonding.

3 Design

We adapted to the minimal design mechanism as shown in Fig. 2. As an initial
step of NAMIDA interfaces, we followed to implement an animation. The round-
shape display of NAMIDA is for some facial expressions. Each NAMIDA has one
degree of freedom for moving their head to right and left. All NAMIDAs sit on
a common base which fits on the dashboard of the car. We used three different
discernible colours (red, green, blue) for each NAMIDA’s eyes and recognisable
distinct roles in the conversation ((1wise (2)ignorant (3)cooperative) with varied
voices to be implied that each NAMIDA has a different character. When one of
them starts to talk, the other two turn their heads toward to speaker to expose
the talking NAMIDA. Moreover, we used Eye Tribe in order to track the driver’s
eye gaze to become aware of his/her attention into road empirically.

Each NAMIDA utters its own lines according to the prepared script for a
designed route. We used the Wizard Voice (ATR-Promotions) as a voice synthe-
sis engine and Unity [13] to develop a driving simulation which consists a route
of suggestible spots for driver. While getting closer to the spots, NAMIDAs
start to perform multiparty conversation to give information about the place
(context-aware interaction).

4 Interactive Architecture

4.1 Multiparty Conversation

One of the advantages of a multiparty conversation approach is having differ-
ent personalities for each individuals to possesses their different kind of knowl-
edge [7]. Mutlu and his colleagues [8] has explored a conversation structure,
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Fig. 2. Minimal and futuristic design of multiparty based NAMIDA.

the participants’ roles and the methods of shifting the roles during a multiparty-
conversation. Also Goffman [9] introduced the concept of “footing” that explains
the participants’ roles in a conversation. Also it describes the concept of shifting
roles in understanding the social interaction. It is possible to define four main
roles of participants in a multiparty conversation which are speaker, address, side
participants, and bystanders [10,11]. The side participant’s role is waiting for the
conversation to participate. However the bystander doesn’t contribute to the
conversation at the moment. These roles rotate/change during a conversation.

The proposed interface of NAMIDA is based on the above criteria in order to
reduce the conversation workload due to shifting roles of participants during a
conversation. The driver doesn’t need to give an answer or respond to the conver-
sation. Instead, another participant takes over the responsibility to continue the
conversation. However there are times when the driver has to participate in the
conversation. As long as the driver’s role remains as a bystander, the NAMIDA
interfaces interact with each other considering to the context aware interaction
feature in a productive way so that, the driver can make a decision by listen-
ing the conversation. When the driver participates to the conversation then the
roles are changed in to the side participant, speaker and addressee. The utter-
ance generation of NAMIDA collaborates with symbolic display for eyes shape
and basic body motions and the utterance generation architecture by utilizing
the fillers, back-channel, turn-initial, etc., (Fig. 3).

4.2 Context-Aware Interaction

We designed a context-aware interaction system for NAMIDA. NAMIDA is capa-
ble of establishing interaction based on the location and it can capture those
information within a certain km around from the car’s current location and
reveals it through a natural way in multiparty conversation. The utterance gen-
eration of NAMIDA based on modifying predetermined sentences with fillers,
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Fig. 3. Minimal and futuristic design of multiparty based NAMIDA.

back-channel, turn-initial, etc. to coordinate a productive conversation [12]. The
content of the conversation (predetermined sentences) changes according to the
surrounding locations. Each NAMIDA utterances their roles (according to pre-
pared script) via a voice synthesizer to generate the conversation (in Japanese).

As an initial step, we developed a driving simulation that has several prefer-
able destination spots to specify the locations statically for each driver. Through
the context-aware interaction NAMIDAs acquaint those locations.

5 Experiment

Through our experiment, we intended to measure the workload, subjective
impression (e.g. social bonding), effects of multiparty conversation, social inter-
action and attachment between the driver and the robots in two sessions (1-
NAMIDA and 3-NAMIDA). In 1-NAMIDA interface, the participants listen to
the one way conversation which consists of direct information. On the other
hand, in 3-NAMIDAs interface, the participants listen to the multiparty con-
versation that involves asking questions, giving answers and having discussions.
In both cases, the systems are using context-aware interaction. We divided our
14 participants (age range is in between 21 - 35; 3 female, 11 male) into half;
while 7 participants had the experiment in the order of one NAMIDA case and
three NAMIDA case, the other half had the experiment at first three NAMIDA
case and then one NAMIDA case. Such a strategy is useful to acquire a counter-
balance of the data, thereby reducing the effect of the sequence of trials on the
results.

5.1 Experiment Set Up

In the experiments, each participant sit in a mock-in car environment and per-
formed mock driving by watching the projected driving simulation on the wall
(Fig. 4). The NAMIDA interface animations were displayed on a small screen
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Fig. 4. The driver goes along the road while listening and understanding the contents
of the nearby information through multiparty conversation.

that was placed left side of the dashboard. We arranged up two different ses-
sions (one session for 1-NAMIDA interface, and one session for 3-NAMIDAs)
for each participants. They charged to listen to the two distinct NAMIDA inter-
faces to wise up about the environment and remember the information to give
right answers to the questions at the end of the each session. Each session took
approximately 5 min. While in 1-NAMIDA session, the participants were charged
to listen to the one NAMIDA interface in a one to one communication scenario;
in 3-NAMIDAs session, the participants had to listen to the three NAMIDA
interfaces in a multiparty conversation scenario. After each session the partic-
ipants were required to evaluate 5 questions for workload and 6 questions for
subjective impression which consists of social bonding. We used Driving Activity
Load Index (DALI) as a subjective assessment tool in order to evaluate cognitive
workload of the participants.

5.2 Driving Activity Load Index (DALI)

The DALI (Driving Activity Load Index) [14] is a revised version of the NASA-
TLX [15] and adapted to the driving task. Mental workload is multidimensional
and depends on the type of loading task. The basic principle of DALI is the same
as the TLX. There is a scale rating procedure for six pre-defined factors, which
are Effort of attention, Visual demand, Auditory demand, Temporal demand,
Interference and Situational stress, (Table 1) followed by a weighting procedure
in order to combine the six individual scales into a global score. However, in our
study, we used five factors by excluding Interference factor, because this factor
is most suitable when it is used in real driving environment.

5.3 Results

Both Workload and Interaction and Social Bonding questionnaires were scaled
in a ranged of 1 - 5. For each question we applied pair-wise t-test to determine
if the difference between the 1-NAMIDA and 3-NAMIDAs case is significant
or not.
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5.3.1 DALI Results: Table 1 shows that there is significant difference on
Attention demand (p=0.033<0.05, significant) which shows that it is possible
remember more content in the case of one to one communication (1-NAMIDA)
due to its conveying method is directly. However, the significance in Visual
(p=0.009<0.01, highly significant) and Auditory demands (p=0.0449<0.05, sig-
nificant) reveal that driver needs to pay more attention to watch the road and
listen to the conversation for comprehending the information in 1-NAMIDA case.

Accordingly, 3-NAMIDAs (multiparty conversation) requires less visual
(watching the road) and auditory (listening to the conversation) effort to under-
stand and remember the information (Fig. 5). The other dimensions of Temporal
demand and Situation Stress have nonsignificant effect in either of the scenarios.
The Global value of Dali yielded nonsignificant difference for 1-NAMIDA and 3-
NAMIDA cases, because of the Temporal demand rated as higher in 3-NAMIDA
case. The reason can be considered as the further conversation amount (more
information) has been presented in 3-NAMIDA rather than 1-NAMIDA in the
equal period of time (5 min).

Table 1. DALI factors and the mean differences for the DALI values in 1-NAMIDA
and 3-NAMIDA. The endpoints for each factor is in rang 1 to 5 (1= Very Low, 2=
Low, 3= Neutral, 4= High, 5= Very High)

5.3.2 Interaction and Social Bonding: The subjective impression questions
which are based on interaction and social bonding (Table 2) indicates that there
is significant differences on Q1, Q3 and Q6. The significance on Q1 implies that
the multiparty conversation exhibits more human like approach rather than one
to one communication. Also, the significance of Q3 in 3-NAMIDA case reveals to
sense more animacy from multiparty conversation. Furthermore, the significance
of Q6 depicts that the multiparty conversation exposes more natural way to
convey the information.
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On the other hand, the nonsignificant effect of Q2 can be interpret as the
both system are adequate to convey the information. There is also nonsignificant
difference for Q4 which means 1-NAMIDA and 3-NAMIDAs give almost the same
feeling of being fellow(s) of the driver. Moreover the nonsignificant difference for
Q5 indicates that both cases expose a high rated persuasiveness (Fig. 5) due to
the well designed interface.

Fig. 5. Figure shows the result of Dali factors (left) and Interaction and Social Bonding
(right) comparing 1-NAMIDA and 3-NAMIDAs

Table 2. Resulst of interaction and social bonding questionnaire indicates the signifi-
cance state between 1-Namida and 3-Namida cases.

Code Question P-value Result

Q1 Did you feel human likeness from the
conversation?

p=0.000828<0.05
d.f.=13

significant

Q2 How often did you want to interact
with the robot(s)?

p=0.082372>0.05
d.f.=13

non-significant

Q3 Do you feel that the robot(s)
exhibited some animacy?

p=0.000944<0.05
d.f.=13

significant

Q4 Did you feel the robot(s) as friend(s)? p=0.241561>0.05
d.f.=13

non-significant

Q5 Did you feel the robot(s) is/are
persuasive?

p=0.357635>0.05
d.f.=13

non-significant

Q6 Did you feel the robot(s) conversation
was spontaneous?

p=0.003853<0.05
d.f.=13

significant
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5.4 Discussion and Conclusion

Overall, both cases (1-Namida and 3-Namida) there were nonsignificant differ-
ences in DALI factors of Temporal and Situation Stress demands. The reason is
the both NAMIDA interfaces were capable of establishing a well-disposed social
driving agents when they convey the information such that participants were not
pressured to be concern about the timing and therefore experienced no fatigue
or discouragement feeling. The significance in Attention demand reveals that
one to one communication has better effect on remembering the content of the
conversation. Yet, the highly significant difference on Virtual demand implies
that driver exerts more visual effort to understand and remember the content.
Consequently, we can deduce that 3-NAMIDAs can assist to avoid from visual
distraction (lack of focus on road), because this approach requires less visual
effort. Moreover, the significant difference on Auditory demand reveals that lis-
tening a multiparty conversation including asking questions, giving answers and
discussions, requires less effort to understand the content.

According to the subjective impression questionnaire, 3-NAMIDAs interface
presents the feeling of humanlike and spontaneous conversation more than the
1-NAMIDA does. This state infers that it is possible to create a social environ-
ment with multiparty based driving agents inside a car. The humanlike sense
gives the feeling of the system (3-NAMIDAs) is far beyond of being just an
instrument. The natural conversation manner of the multiparty conversation
provides an enjoyable driving experience. In addition, the significantly highly
rated animacy for 3-NAMIDAs implies that multiparty based interfaces expose
more life-likeness which would be a core contribution to human-robot interac-
tion research area. In our future work, we intend to implement a user-tracking
mechanism in NAMIDA to use it in an interactive multiparty conversation to
improve efficiency and sociability inside the vehicle.
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